Gay activist killed by male prostitute - what a surprise!
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David Kato, gay activitist in Uganda, was killed by a male prostitute he refused to pay. The
media, as usual, tried to post this as a gay hate crime; well it wasn't.

"Uganda is the only country in the world with a national holiday commemorating its rejection of
sexual perversion. Every June 3 it honors the 22 young men and boys who were tortured and
roasted alive in 1886 by homosexual King Mwanga, because they refused to submit to sodomy.
Is it any wonder, then, that Uganda has reacted violently against the army of agitators, led by
George Soros
, who now seek to re-homosexualize Ugandan culture.

Ugandan homosexual activist David Kato was recently beaten to death with a hammer, a
horrific crime. The media have rushed eagerly to judge this a hate crime and to blame those,
like me, who have spoken against homosexuality in Uganda. It is the central (but patently false)
narrative of the left that all criticism of homosexuality leads inevitably to violence and murder.
Yet the killer has now been caught and confessed that he was a live-in male prostitute who
murdered Kato for failing to pay him for two days of male prostitution as promised. The 'gay'
hate-narrative has failed
, the Ugandan rejection of “gay” culture has been vindicated, and the finger-pointing media have
pulled quietly back into the shadows - for now. "
( Defend the Family, 3 February 2011 ) also ( USA Survival News)

Wicked gay activists tried to smear Uganda with lies, vicious lies. We now see the truth has
come out. Expect more of this kind of evil lying from gay activists in every country as they try
their very best to pervert every nation on earth. In doing so, they hate Christians with an
overriding passion.Do not let them get away with it… because nations under homosexuality
would be horrendous for all concerned. As I have said many times, homosexuals are NOT the
nice, warm folks they pretend to be. I know this from bitter experience! They are filled with hate.
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